Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Translational genomics represents a diverse collection of research approaches that leverage human genomics and model systems to identify new approaches to treat and prevent disease and improve healthcare ([@CR1], [@CR2]). Rooted by the central dogma of DNA to RNA to protein, genomic research examines the entire genome concurrently, and may include analyses of DNA variants in association with traits of interest as well as the impact of genomic variation on gene transcription and translation. Genomic research has been enabled by technological advances to accurately and cost-effectively study variation across the genome at scale, as well as computational techniques to store and analyze genomic data quickly and efficiently ([@CR3]).

While translational research is often defined in terms of the traditional "bench to bedside" techniques that advance discoveries from model systems through biomarkers and mechanisms ultimately to clinical applications, genomic research offers a strong use-case for an alternative approach. Termed "reverse translation," this approach starts with humans as the model system, utilizing genomic associations to derive new information about biological mechanisms that can be in turn studied further *in vitro* and in animal models for target refinement (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Both of these approaches possess advantages and drawbacks ([@CR4], [@CR5]).Fig. 1A comparison of the approaches for forward and reverse genomic translational research. Forward translation begins with model systems, with later validation in humans. Reverse translation begins with human observations, with later exploration in model systems. Both serve the goal of identifying and refining therapeutic targets for human disease

Forward translation depends on the relevance of the model system to human disease, both in terms of the physiologic responses to disease or insult, as well as the approach taken to perturb the system. For instance, the human applicability of genomic studies of the response to traumatic brain injury (TBI) in a mouse model require that the mouse's response to TBI is analogous to a human's, and that the approach taken to create a TBI in the mouse provokes a similar pattern of injury seen in human TBI ([@CR6]--[@CR9]). As such, a great deal of careful work is required to demonstrate the validity of these model systems before the results arising from them can be judged relevant to human disease. The challenges of bridging this divide are illustrated by the universal failure of neuroprotection mechanisms that reached human trials in the last several decades, essentially all of which had promising model system data in preclinical development ([@CR10]--[@CR14]).

Reverse genomic translation, in contrast, begins with humans (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As such, there are few concerns as to the relevance of the system for discovery of biomarkers and mechanisms of disease. However, this approach carries a new series of challenges in study design and data acquisition ([@CR4]). Compared to isogenic cell lines or carefully bred animals in a controlled setting, humans are highly variable in both their environmental and genetic exposures. This is advantageous in identifying genetic susceptibility to disease risk and outcomes, but teasing out these small genetic effects from highly variable non-genetic exposures requires both careful computational techniques as well as large sample sizes. Furthermore, because genomic data is both identifiable and can potentially lead to discrimination, human genomic studies require complex consent and data management procedures ([@CR15]). In neurocritical care, the relative rarity of many of the diseases we encounter, coupled with the challenges of critical illness and surrogate consent make human genomic studies all the more difficult to execute effectively ([@CR16]--[@CR19]).

Neurointensivists routinely encounter diseases and complications for which there are a dearth of effective treatments, or even foundational knowledge of their underlying pathophysiologic mechanisms ([@CR20], [@CR21]). In this review, we will highlight some of the approaches being taken to apply translational genomics to the study of diseases commonly found in neurocritical care, utilizing both forward and reverse genomic translational techniques. Further, we will highlight some of the best practices in the field that could be applied in neurocritical care to improve our ability to identify new treatment modalities as well as risk and prognosis information to patients and their families.

Evolution of Genomic Research {#Sec2}
-----------------------------

### Pre-GWAS Era {#Sec3}

In advance of the Human Genome Project and the HapMap Consortium, genetic studies were confined to the study of candidate genes and lower-resolution genome-wide techniques such as categorization of restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLP), tandem repeats, and microsatellites ([@CR22]). These genomic features enabled early efforts to perform linkage analyses in families with related traits and disorders, as well as selected populations of unrelated individuals. Careful work in this arena led to validated discoveries that have survived replication in the common era, such as Chromosome 19 in late-onset Alzheimer Disease (AD), ultimately mapped to the *APOE* locus that has become a target for a great deal of genetic research in AD, as well as many other diseases including TBI and intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) ([@CR23]--[@CR26]).

Still, much of the preGWAS era was characterized by candidate gene studies that suffered from low statistical power and multiple sources of confounding that led to a failure to replicate many reported associations in the GWAS era that followed ([@CR27], [@CR28]). The most substantial source of confounding in candidate gene analyses is population stratification, in which differences in allele frequency due to ancestral imbalance between cases and controls introduces spurious associations (positive or negative) between genotype and trait based solely on these cryptic ancestral imbalances ([@CR29], [@CR30]). Even in studies of *APOE* in European ancestry populations, uncontrolled variation in the percentages of individuals of northern vs. southern European ancestry between cases and controls can mask true associations between *APOE* and ICH, for instance ([@CR31]).

### GWAS Era {#Sec4}

The GWAS era, in which variants across the genome could be reliably genotyped and mapped to a common reference template by chromosomal location, ushered in a new system of best practices that could minimize the contribution of many of the sources of confounding in describing associations between genomic variation and traits or diseases. The International HapMap Consortium obtained genotypes on individuals across 11 ancestral populations around the globe, creating a resource that described the patterns of allele frequency variation across diverse populations ([@CR32]). With these breakthroughs and a number of landmark evolutions that followed, case/control and population-based GWAS have led to the identification of over 11,000 associations with human diseases and other traits (<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/gwas/>). Obviously there is an enormous disconnect between the discovery of genetic loci and leveraging of this information for human benefit, which is where the translational genomic work that serves as the topic of the present review becomes relevant ([@CR32]).

### Post-GWAS Era {#Sec5}

Post-GWAS, in addition to functional and translational efforts, the movement has been towards so-called "next-generation sequencing" methodologies consisting of whole exome sequencing (WES) and whole genome sequencing (WGS). Using these approaches, each nucleotide in the exome or genome is ascertained with high reliability, permitting the identification of rare and de novo variants that escape detection in traditional GWAS ([@CR33]). WES captures within-gene coding variation only, offering detection of variants that may more directly impact protein structure and function than non-coding variation detected by WGS ([@CR34]). Because the coding exome is only \~2% of the overall genome, it is more cost-effective than WGS, but debate continues as to which is the more appropriate tool for large-scale study of the human genome ([@CR35]). Regardless, both WES and WGS remain orders of magnitude more expensive than traditional GWAS approaches at this time, and as such well-powered sequencing studies remain unreachable for many diseases in the current pricing models. Less common diseases and conditions that one may find in a neurocritical care unit are doubly disadvantaged, as even larger sample sizes are required for sequencing analyses than GWAS, due to the need for many observations to identify rare exonic or intronic variants associated with disease ([@CR17], [@CR36]). As pricing models improve and larger and larger community or hospital-based cohorts receive sequencing through clinical or biobanking efforts, it is hoped that even uncommon conditions such as subarachnoid hemorrhage or status epilepticus will benefit from the insights achievable through sequencing analysis, where case/control and smaller sequencing studies have shown promise ([@CR37], [@CR38]).

### Genomics in Model Systems {#Sec6}

Obviously genomic research need not be limited solely to human studies. A wealth of information about disease pathogenesis and response to injury can be gleaned from model systems of human conditions using genomic and transcriptomic approaches. Because animal models and isogenic tissue cultures are specifically designed to limit genetic differences between individual animals or plated cells, DNA-based association tests typically do not offer insight in the same way that they do in humans. As such, many model system studies start with RNA, examining how the genome responds to perturbation through the transcriptome. However, there are substantial genomic differences between model systems and humans, as coding sequences are not necessarily conserved, promoter and enhancer control of gene expression can vary, and in the case of immortalized tissue and cell-based assays, the chromosomal architecture itself can be quite different from the organism from which it was derived ([@CR39], [@CR40]). These differences can be highly relevant when determining whether observed transcriptomic and proteomic results from model systems are likely to be shared in humans. With those caveats, the dynamic nature of the transcriptome in model systems offers opportunities to assess the way in which the genome responds to noxious insults or drug exposures, and in animal models this can even be done across specific organs or tissues of interest ([@CR40]). As one example, traumatic brain injury researchers have obtained insight into both the initial injury cascade as well as brain response to potential injury modulators such as valproate using animal models and transcriptional microarrays, in which RNA expression patterns in brain tissue can be rapidly and replicably assessed across the transcriptome ([@CR41]). Using more recent technological advancements such as Drop-seq, RNA expression can be assessed in single cells, as has been done in individual hippocampal neurons in a mouse model of TBI ([@CR42]). At a minimum, these elegant studies can help to identify relevant cell types important in the response to injury, highlighting testable hypotheses that may be important in human conditions, all with access to tissues and control over experimental conditions that would never be possible in human-based research. Given that diseases common to the neurocritical care population so rarely afford access to brain tissue for pathologic or genomic analysis antemortem, model system genomic studies offer an important adjunct for translational research.

Traditional (Forward) Genomic Translation {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------

Forward genomic translation begins with model systems with the goal of using the measured associations in these models to derive insight into biological mechanisms that may also be relevant in human disease. Forward translation requires well-characterized models that are often designed to mimic the human exposures of interest as closely as possible. This is often challenging given the natural differences between humans and many of the animals chosen to serve as models. In this section, we will highlight several model systems in current use for translational genomics relevant to neurocritical care, but the field of translational modeling in neurologic disease is suitably large to prevent an exhaustive review herein.

### Malignant Cerebral Edema {#Sec8}

Malignant cerebral edema is a highly lethal complication of ischemic stroke, with mortality of 60--80% ([@CR43]). Currently, hemicraniectomy is the only available option to prevent death and yet it does not address the underlying pathophysiology. Hyperosmolar therapy is potentially useful as a bridge to surgery. Preclinical data based on a forward translation approach has been useful in highlighting mechanisms underlying post-infarct edema as potential targets for therapeutic manipulation. The sulfonylurea receptor 1 (SUR1) is encoded by the *ABCC8* gene that is upregulated after CNS injury, forming an ion channel in association with transient receptor potential melastatin (TRPM4). Continuous activation of this complex can lead to cytotoxic edema and neuronal cell death, which has been demonstrated in both animal and human models ([@CR44], [@CR45]). SUR1 is also found in pancreatic beta cells, constituting the target for the oral hypoglycemic agent, glyburide. Studies of rodent and porcine stroke models demonstrated that in the first few hours after an ischemic insult, both SUR1 and TRPM4 are upregulated ([@CR46], [@CR47]). Limited case series of human postmortem specimens also demonstrated upregulation of SUR1 in infarcted tissue ([@CR48]). Therefore, intravenous glyburide has been proposed for treatment of malignant cerebral edema. Targeting Sur1 in rat models of ischemia have consistently resulted in reduced edema and better outcomes ([@CR49]). In particular, glyburide infusion starting 6 h after complete middle cerebral artery occlusion resulted in decreased swelling by two thirds and 5% reduction in mortality ([@CR50]).

One desirable characteristic of glyburide is that it cannot penetrate intact blood-brain barrier, but that is facilitated following brain injury ([@CR51]). The effect of glyburide for treatment of cerebral edema has also been studied in TBI with promising data obtained from animal studies ([@CR52]). Limited randomized trials in human using oral glyburide have shown promising results; however, use of oral formulation and study design limitations prohibit generalizability of results ([@CR52], [@CR53]).

Building on this preclinical data, the phase 2 randomized clinical trial (GAMES-RP) showed that the IV preparation of glyburide, glibenclamide, is associated with reduction in edema-related deaths, less midline shift, and reduced rate of NIH stroke scale deterioration. However, it did not significantly affect the proportion of patients developing malignant edema ([@CR54]). The Phase 3 CHARM trial, sponsored by Biogen, is currently enrolling patients with large hemispheric infarction to determine whether IV glibenclamide improves 90-day modified Rankin scale scores. If this trial proves successful, this vignette will represent a dramatic success story for the forward translation paradigm in genomic research.

In the light of recent advances in revascularization therapy, the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke has supported an initiative aiming to develop neuroprotective agents to be used as adjunctive therapy to extend the time window for reperfusion and to improve long-term functional outcome. This Stroke Preclinical Assessment Network (SPAN) supports late-stage preclinical studies of putative neuroprotectants to be administered prior to or at the time of reperfusion, with long-term outcomes and comorbidities constituting the endpoint. The goal is to determine if an intervention can improve outcome as compared to reperfusion alone and/or extend the therapeutic window for reperfusion. SPAN directly applies to forward translation efforts in preclinical models of neuroprotection after stroke and is an outstanding opportunity to stimulate research efforts in a field more remembered for its past failures than the promise it holds for the future of therapeutic development in the area.

Other societies have also begun to endorse more comprehensive modeling approaches in areas with few therapeutic options with the hope of implementing a paradigm shift. For example, the Neurocritical Care Society has initiated "Curing Coma" campaign with the 10- to 20-year mission to improve the understanding of the mechanisms and to ultimately develop preventative and therapeutic measures.

### Traumatic Brain Injury {#Sec9}

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is among the leading causes of disability and death worldwide, particularly in the young. The type of TBI is in part determined by the attributes of mechanical forces, including objects or blasts striking the head, rapid acceleration-deceleration forces, or rotational impacts. Following the primary injury, an intricate cascade of neurometabolic and physiological processes initiates that can cause secondary or additional injury ([@CR55], [@CR56]). Intensive care management has improved the prognosis of TBI patients; however, specific targeted treatments informed by pathophysiology could have a tremendous impact on recovery. The period of secondary tissue injury is the window of opportunity when patients would potentially benefit from targeted interventions, given that in TBI, the primary injury cannot be intervened upon by the neurologist or intensivist. The goal of therapy is therefore to reduce secondary damage and enhance neuroplasticity.

The utility of animal models of TBI primarily depends on the research question, as each model emulates specific aspects of injury and has selective advantages and disadvantages. These include biomechanics of initial injury, molecular mechanisms of tissue response, and suitability for high-throughput testing of therapeutic agents, to name a few. Although phylogenetically higher species are likely more representative models for human TBI, rodent models are more commonly used given the feasibility to generate and measure outcomes, as well as ethical and financial limitations of higher-order models. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes some common and representative TBI models \[Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}\].Table. 1Traumatic brain injury modelsModelDescriptionInjuryStrengthsWeaknessesMiddle fluid percussion injury ([@CR57])Fluid pressure pulse delivers an impact on intact dura through craniotomyContusion, subcortical injury, secondary degenerative changesReproducible, severity of injury can be adjustedRequires craniotomy that may compensate for ICP rise, high mortality rate due to apnea ([@CR59])Lateral fluid percussion injury ([@CR58])Craniotomy \> 3.5 mm off the midlineControlled cortical impact ([@CR60])Pneumatic cylinder driving a metallic piston impacting intact duraAcute focal cortical injuryHighly reproducible given control of deformation parameters, useful for biomechanical studiesNeed for craniotomyMarmarou weight-drop ([@CR61])Free fall of brass weights onto plate fixed to skullDiffuse axonal injuryReproduces similar injury to human TBINot largely reproducible, high mortalityFeeney's weight-drop ([@CR62])Direct weight-drop on exposed duraFocal cortical contusionPenetrating missile injury ([@CR63])Firing a metal projectile from variable distances with a leading shock waveExtensive hemorrhage and temporary cavity formationValuable for study of missile woundsNeeds standardizationBlast injury ([@CR64])Detonation inside cylindrical shock tubeDiffuse axonal injuryReproduces human TBINeeds standardization, e.g., location of animal within shock tube and heard immobilization ([@CR65])

In contrast with the rodent models described in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, other model systems in TBI have been selected specifically to study other aspects of the physiologic response to TBI. For example, a swine model of controlled cortical impact offers the opportunity to readily monitor systemic physiologic parameters such as tissue oxygen and acid-base status while investigating therapeutic interventions, which is argued to provide greater insight into human response to injury ([@CR66]).

Translation of preclinical studies using these animal TBI models to humans is inherently challenging. Differences in brain structure, including geometry, craniospinal angle, gyral complexity, and white-gray matter ratio, particularly in the rodent models, can result in different responses to trauma ([@CR65]). The limitation of extrapolating animal studies to human is also manifested at the genetic level, as differences in gene structure, function, and expression levels may suggest genetic mechanisms that are incompletely correlated with humans. As an example, female sex may be associated with better outcome through the neuroprotective effect of progesterone in animal models, but these observations did not carry over to humans in the ProTECT-III trial ([@CR67], [@CR68]). Variable outcome measures, including neurobehavioral functional tests, Glasgow outcome scale correlates, and high-resolution MRI have been used in attempts to correlate animal responses to injury with those of humans. The lack of a large cache of standardized tools further limits comparison or pooling the results of different studies that use variable models of TBI or outcome measurement.

Transcriptomics, a genomic technique in which global RNA expression is quantified through either expression microarrays or RNA sequencing, has been employed to characterize specific inflammatory states following TBI. Many studies have assessed the transcriptome in the acute post-TBI interval within 1--2 days after injury, with some showing upregulation of inflammation and apoptosis genes. Gene ontology analysis at 3 months post-TBI have shown similar changes, with upregulation of inflammatory and immune-related genes ([@CR69]). Importantly, late downregulation of ion channel expression in the peri-lesional cortex and thalamus suggests that this delayed examination of the transcriptome could be valuable for revealing mechanisms relevant to chronic TBI morbidities, including epileptogenesis and prolonged cognitive impairment ([@CR70]). In addition, tissue-specific analysis of gene expression across cell types in brain could provide useful insight into cell-specific pathways. For example, temporal trending of microglial expression profile indicates a biphasic inflammatory pattern that transitions from downregulation of homeostasis genes in the early stages to a mixed proinflammatory and anti-inflammatory states at subacute and chronic phases ([@CR71]).

### Status Epilepticus {#Sec10}

The list of antiepileptic drugs has expanded significantly in the past decade, reflecting substantial investment in the search for new therapeutics with better efficacy and tolerability. However, the list of options with demonstrated efficacy in status epilepticus (SE) has remained limited. The utility of benzodiazepines, often deployed in the field as a first-line agent, decreases with increasing duration of SE. In addition, 9--31% of patients with SE develop refractory SE when they fail to respond to first- and second-line therapy, posing a significant management and prognostic challenge ([@CR72]).

The development of AEDs has relied substantially on preclinical animal models to establish efficacy and safety prior to proceeding to human trials. Different epilepsy models exist that are each useful for different aspects of drug development and no model is suitable for all purposes. The majority of animal models induce epilepsy using electroshock or chemical seizure induction. Nearly all recent AEDs have been discovered by the same conventional models, and the reliance on these common screening models has been implicated as one of the reasons for the low yield of drugs with efficacy in refractory epilepsy ([@CR73]).

The pros and cons for each epilepsy model are discussed in detail in several excellent reviews ([@CR74], [@CR75]). Some of the chemicals used include kainic acid, pilocarpine, lithium, organophosphates, and flurothyl ([@CR76]). Sustained electrical stimulation to specific sites, including the perforant path, the ventral hippocampus, the anterior piriform cortex can induce SE ([@CR77]).

The latency, length, and mortality of convulsive SE are more variable in chemoconvulsant as compared to electrical models, which are in turn determined by the drug and route of administration, species, sex, age, strain, and genetic background among other factors ([@CR78]). It should also be noted that the presence of behavioral convulsion does not correlate fully with the electrographic data and vice versa. This can have critical implications when studying drugs for pharmacoresistant SE. Therefore, it has been suggested that electroencephalographic quantification be used to measure the severity of SE ([@CR78]). Furthermore, the genetic background and expressivity of animals can have a significant effect on seizure susceptibility, even between batches of inbred mice ([@CR79]).

Proteomic and transcriptomic approaches have been utilized for assessment of alterations in expression profile following SE, demonstrating that certain subsets of genes are upregulated at each timepoint following the onset of SE. Specifically, upregulation of genes regulating synaptic physiology and transcription, homeostasis and metabolism and, cell excitability and morphogenesis occur at immediate, early, and delayed timepoints. In addition, related studies have demonstrated changes in expression of microRNAs related to epileptogenesis, including miRNA-124 and mi-RNA-128 following SE ([@CR80], [@CR81]). Selective RNA editing post-transcription is yet another potential source of proteomic diversity in preclinical models of SE, and merits further investigation as a modulator of protein levels that may be less closely tethered to gene expression ([@CR82]).

### Subarachnoid Hemorrhage {#Sec11}

Aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) has an earlier age of onset and is associated with higher morbidity compared with other stroke subtypes. The pathophysiology of insult has traditionally been studied under two time-intervals, early brain injury (EBI) and, cerebral vasospasm (CV) and delayed cerebral ischemia (DCI). The prime goal of translational research in this arena is to identify the mechanisms and targets related to the risk, severity, evolution and outcome.

About 15% of patients die immediately following SAH ([@CR83]). Thereafter, early brain injury within the first 3 days, followed by DCI are the most feared complications. CV is the phenomenon with strongest association with the development of DCI, which 30--70% of patients experience between day 4 to 14 ([@CR84]). The underlying mechanisms leading to CV remain poorly understood and have therefore been a prime focus of preclinical studies. The majority have used rodent models, but primate, swine, and dog models have also been employed ([@CR85]).

Cerebral aneurysms are difficult to model and hence two common approaches to modeling SAH use alternative strategies. The first is direct injection of blood into the subarachnoid space, specifically into either the prechiasmatic cistern or cisterna magna, to generate SAH predominantly in the anterior or posterior circulation territories, respectively ([@CR86]). The second model, endovascular suture, passes a suture or filament through the internal carotid artery, creating a hole in one of the major branches resulting in egress of variable amount of blood into the subarachnoid space ([@CR87]).

Variations in some parameters of the first method, including injected blood volume, CSF removal prior to injection to prevent egress of blood into the spinal canal, and replenishing intravascular volume to keep cerebral perfusion pressure constant through maintenance of mean arterial pressure, as well as the rapidity of injection have raised questions about comparability and biofidelity of the results ([@CR88]--[@CR91]). The latter model appears to remove some of the mentioned confounding factors, as the hemorrhage occurs at physiologic mean arterial pressure (MAP) and intracranial pressure (ICP), but is limited by variable puncture site and ultimate hemorrhage volume. Another potential drawback is the period of ischemia caused by the intraluminal suture, although the occlusion period is typically not judged to be long enough to cause significant ischemia.

The missing element in these models is the absence of aneurysm formation and rupture, and consequently the vascular processes intrinsic to the aneurysm itself that influence DCI. As such, some studies have used combinations of interventions to generate aneurysms, including induced hypertension via unilateral nephrectomy and administration of angiotension II or deoxycorticosterone acetate, as well as elastase injection. The downside of these models is that the timing of aneurysm rupture cannot be reliably predicted, which limits close monitoring and physiologic assessments in the early phase following SAH, blurring the timing of DCI ([@CR92]--[@CR94]).

The immediate hemodynamic changes following the hemorrhage are monitored via a variety of methods. Regardless of the method chosen, reports on the direction and range of values of CPP, CBF, and MAP can be quite variable, both within the same model and between different models. A common technique to measure blood flow is laser doppler flowmetry that provides a continuous measure of cortical perfusion. Although it does not measure global cerebral blood flow and has spatial limitation, it appears to be relatively reliable and technically reproducible. Other methods of flow measurement include radiolabeling methods and MRI with the latter has the advantage of capturing the dynamic nature of the condition, as well as global and region-specific blood flows.

As noted, CV and DCI are responsible for delayed morbidity and mortality. Given that these manifestations typically occur while patients are inpatient for care of their SAH, therapeutic interventions are more feasible compared to the hyperacute phase when the processes leading to initial damage may have already occurred. However, monitoring for CV in animal models is not straightforward. One method of identifying CV is measuring the intraluminal diameter of vessels on histological samples. In addition to being an end-measure and therefore precluding measurements at different time points in the same animal, varying degrees of tissue desiccation among samples may yield numbers different from actual *in vivo* values. Digital subtraction angiography and magnetic resonance angiography can provide a real-time evaluation, but the severity of CV and its timing, as well as neuronal cell death varies depending on the model and the affected vessels ([@CR86]).

The foundational molecular pathways that orchestrate CV are complex and remain incompletely elucidated. However, translational research using many of the above models has demonstrated that endothelin-1, nitric oxide, and an inflammatory cascade ignited by breakdown of blood products play predominant roles. Endothelin-1 is a potent vasoconstrictor produced by infiltrated leukocytes, and based on this notion, clazosentan was developed as an endothelin-1 receptor antagonist to combat CV. In human trials, clazosentan was found to significantly reduce the incidence of the DCI without improving the functional outcome, and this or a related approach could ultimately prove beneficial if off-target drug effects, including pulmonary complications, hypotension, and anemia can be mitigated ([@CR95], [@CR96]). Hemoglobin and its degradation products are also a strong stimulus for CV through direct oxidative stress on arterial smooth muscle, decreased nitric oxide production and, increasing endothelin and free radical production ([@CR97]). This suggests that facilitating clearance of hemoglobin degradation products from the CSF may be a potential therapeutic target. Modulating the intense inflammatory response is also intuitive and while preclinical results support this notion in general, the evidence has thus far not been judged adequate to justify clinical trials. For example, IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1Ra) reduces blood-brain barrier (BBB) breakdown, a biomarker that is itself correlated with the severity of brain injury, and work continues to determine whether this or related pathways mediating BBB permeability might have therapeutic promise ([@CR98]). Given these numerous and likely interconnected mechanisms of delayed brain injury, further research is needed to understand their relative applicability to humans, and whether targeting a single pathway or a number of pathways simultaneously is likely to be the most adaptive strategy to reduce CV and DCI in humans.

The results of genome-wide RNA sequencing analysis have supported the primary role of neuroinflammation in the pathogenesis of early brain injury. Some studies have specifically found a key role for long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), a type of RNA without protein-coding potential that are particularly abundant in the brain, in modulating the inflammatory behaviors of microglial cells ([@CR82]). High-throughput mass spectrometry has also been utilized in demonstration of differential expression of proteins in the cerebral vessels after SAH, as well as for monitoring the effect of experimental therapeutics ([@CR99]). We will not cover these proteomic studies in detail here, as they typically fall outside the rubric of what is classically considered "genomics", but their approach, which leverages global protein signatures rather than restricting observations to specific compounds, shares many similarities with genomics.

Reverse Genomic Translation {#Sec12}
---------------------------

As mentioned above, reverse genomic translation refers to an approach to the study of a disease by starting with humans using either cohort-based or case/control genomic studies. The observations made through the course of these studies then inform on the best approach for target validation and refinement to prioritize candidate mechanisms and related endophenotypes for therapeutic development. It has been shown that candidate compounds with independent confirmation of their therapeutic target via human genomics are more than twice as likely to prove effective in clinical trials ([@CR100]). Therefore, the reverse translation approach would seem an adaptive strategy to identify disease-associated mechanisms and therapeutic targets with the best chance of impacting clinical care in the near term. However, the approach to reverse translation requires large sample sizes with well-characterized patient data in order to achieve a statistically confident result. These large sample sizes raise the issue of variability in risk and treatment exposures between participants, which could impact patient outcomes independently of genomic effects and therefore erode power to detect genetic risk.

The utility of reverse translation in target refinement and mechanism exploration in model systems can be highlighted using an example from the stroke community*.* Recent GWAS and subsequent meta-analyses of ischemic stroke and stroke subtypes in very large case/control datasets have validated the histone deacetylase 9 (*HDAC9*) region in chromosome 7p21.1 as a major risk locus for stroke due to large artery atheroembolism (LAA). This locus was also previously discovered in association with coronary artery disease (CAD) ([@CR101], [@CR102]). Based on these findings, Azghandi et al. sought to investigate the role of the leading single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in this genomic region (rs2107595) in increasing LAA stroke risk ([@CR103]). They found that rs2107595, both in heterozygotes as well as in homozygote human carriers, is associated with increased expression of HDAC9 in peripheral blood mononuclear cells on a dose-dependent manner, suggesting that the effect of this locus in stroke risk may be mediated by increased HDAC9 expression. Additionally, they demonstrated that HDAC9 deficiency in mice is associated with smaller and less advanced atherosclerotic lesions in the aortic valves, curvature, and branching arteries, suggesting that HDAC9 may increase atherogenesis and therefore represents a novel target for atherosclerosis and LAA stroke prevention. Notably, recent studies have suggested that both non-specific (e.g. sodium valproate) as well as specific HDAC9 inhibitors can have a positive impact on both stroke recurrence risk, as well as other phenotypes, including cancer. This highlights the central role that reverse translation can have in therapeutic target investigation and refinement, with potential beneficial off-target properties ([@CR104], [@CR105]).

While acute stroke care is a vital component of neurocritical care at many institutions, reverse genomic translation successes in other relevant traits also merit mention. Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is a frequent complication of severe neurologic injury due to SAH or neurotrauma. In a recent GWAS by Bime et al., variation in the Selectin P Ligand Gene (*SELPG*), encoding P-selectin Glycoprotein Ligand 1 (PSGL-1) was found to be associated with increased susceptibility to ARDS ([@CR106]). The most significant SNP in this locus, rs2228315, which results in a missense mutation, has been successfully replicated in independent cohorts. Further functional analyses have demonstrated that SELPG expression was significantly increased in mice with ventilator (VILI)- and lipoprotein (LPS)-induced lung injury, and that PSGL-1 inhibition with a neutralizing polyclonal antibody led to an attenuation of inflammatory response and lung injury. In *SELPG* knockout mice, inflammatory response as well as lung injury scores were significantly reduced compared to wild-type mice ([@CR106]). These results highlight the value of reverse genomic translation in first identifying human-relevant genetic risk factors for disease, and using model systems to understand the pathways impacted by their introduction to select rationally-informed modalities for potential treatment.

Intracranial aneurysms (IA) are commonly encountered in the neurocritical care setting, albeit most commonly after rupture. Even so, inroads leading to a better understanding of aneurysm formation may ultimately reveal opportunities for treatments to prevent acute re-rupture or prevent future aneurysm formation after SAH. The strongest associations with IA have been reported in the region near *CDKN2A*/*CDKN2B* in 9p21.3 as well as in a nearby intragenic region known as *CDKN2BAS* or *ANRIL* ([@CR107], [@CR108]). *ANRIL* is a long non-coding region responsible for the regulation of *CDKN2A* and *CDKN2B* and has also been implicated in the pathogenesis of CAD and atherosclerosis, among other traits ([@CR109]). Overexpression of ANRIL in mouse models of CAD has been associated with negative atherosclerosis outcomes including increased atherosclerosis index, unfavorable lipid profiles, thrombus formation, endothelial cell injury, overexpression of inflammatory factors in vascular endothelial cells, increased apoptosis of endothelial cells, and upregulation of apoptosis-related genes. Notably, reduced ANRIL expression has been associated with reduced inflammatory, biochemical and molecular markers of atherosclerosis, indicating a potential target for atherosclerosis and IA prevention ([@CR110]).

When utilizing the reverse translation approach in genomic studies, the aforementioned examples highlight two distinct but equally important considerations for a successful implementation of such approaches. The first major consideration is that large populations of well-characterized individuals must be selected to ensure adequate statistical power to detect meaningful associations. Thorough and standardized phenotyping of study subjects is one of the main predictors of the success of a GWAS ([@CR111], [@CR112]). Careful assignment of cases based on strict phenotypic criteria permits well-executed GWAS even in diseases with heterogeneous presentations and multiple pathogenic features, such as multiple sclerosis (MS) and stroke ([@CR113]). In neurocritical care populations where subtle characteristics of disease presentation and intermediate outcomes may represent important phenotypes for genomic investigation, such as SAH, these traits should be closely defined and recorded to the greatest degree possible in all participants. This initial step is critically important in the greater scheme of reverse translational genomics, as these associations with subclasses and endophenotypes of disease often provide the biological insights needed to continue translational efforts using model systems tailored to refine observations. The second major consideration is that the execution of genomic studies needs to be comprehensive and thorough so as to permit association testing in a hypothesis-free environment. At the moment, GWAS array-based studies seem to remain a favorable option of the genome, considering the lower cost associated with their utilization and proven track record in discovery, but over time, WES and WGS studies will become reachable even on more modest research budgets. For the transcriptome, RNA sequencing and RNA microarrays both offer unbiased surveys of global transcriptional variation, but because gene expression varies substantially by tissue it is critical that rational choices are made regarding the suitability of specific tissues for specific conditions. In uncommon conditions with necessarily small sample sizes, including neurocritical care-relevant diseases like SE, SAH, and ARDS, external validation studies can strengthen associations from an initial small discovery dataset, and in many cases these follow-up studies can make use of freely available resources. For example, in a recent expression-based GWAS (eGWAS), microarray data for ARDS from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) were collected and combined in an effort to identify novel genetic targets ([@CR114]). The study not only validated previously known lung injury- and ARDS-related genes, but also discovered 14 new candidate genes that may prove to be useful in future translational work.

Modeling of Human Genomic Discoveries {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

Identifying loci, variants, expression patterns, and gene-networks with the use of human genomic studies is only the initial step in the reverse translation process. These discoveries must inform and guide the research to further understand and refine the phenotypic effects of these variants in model systems, including some of those described above. There are several techniques with which we can utilize the discoveries made from case/control genomic studies to build or modify model systems.

One approach is transgenesis, in which a larger DNA sequence including a human gene containing a mutation of interest, called a transgene, is injected into the pronucleus of a mouse fertilized egg. The fertilized egg is then inserted into the oviduct of a pseudopregnant female mouse, which is a female who has been mated with vasectomized male in order to achieve the hormonal profile of a pregnancy state. The offspring produced from this female can create an animal line that contains the human gene and allele of interest ([@CR115]). However, because the transgene is inserted randomly at one or more genetic locations as either one or more copies, the level of expression and regulatory influences of the gene of interest may not initially be well-controlled across animals. As such, there are several intermediate steps that can allow more specific genetic alteration using transgenesis, involving embryonic stem cells (ESCs). The first step is the introduction of regulatory sequences (such as expression cassettes) into ESCs. Then, by injecting the transgene first into these modified ESCs, gene expression can be more closely controlled. The ESCs with the transgene can then be inserted into blastocysts and give rise to new strains, using the same methods previously described ([@CR116]). There are multiple variations on the transgenic approach which are uniquely suited to the model system being employed and can give rise to models that express transgenes in response to a particular stimulus, or in particular tissues of interest.

A newer method utilizing programmable endonucleases has allowed researchers to bypass more traditional ESC-based methods for direct and precise gene editing. Endonucleases are enzymes that cause double stranded DNA (dsDNA) breaks that can further be repaired either with non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), an imprecise method for rejoining the DNA breaks that involves various enzymes and may result in inactivating mutations, or with homology-directed repair (HDR), in which the DNA breaks are repaired based on a co-injected template. Four categories of programmable endonucleases have been used for direct and precise gene editing: homing endonucleases (HE), zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) and the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats/CRISPR-associated 9 (CRISPR/Cas9) system. The common characteristic of these enzymes is that they possess sequence-specific nuclease activity, allowing researchers to cleave dsDNA at desired, pre-specified sites. The CRISPR/Cas9 system has proven to be the most successful so far, in terms of efficiency, cost, and simplicity of use. Perhaps the most important advantage of this approach is that programmable endonucleases do not require the use of ESCs and can directly be inserted into one- or two-cell stage embryos, thus allowing more specific and direct gene-editing in a single step ([@CR116]). Drawbacks include enzymatic limitations as to where DNA breaks can be reliably introduced, as well as off-target endonuclease activity at other sites across the genome which can disrupt gene activity in unintended ways. Work is ongoing to refine these tools, improving the number of sites where gene editing can occur while also improving the specificity of the system ([@CR117]).

One illustrative example of human genomic studies being used to refine models to understand disease processes is the case of human ICH-associated mutations in *COL4A1* and *COL4A2*. COL4A1 and COL4A2 are the most abundant proteins in basement membranes. They form heterotrimers consisting of one COL4A1 and two COL4A2 peptides and are produced and modified in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). After their production, they are packaged into vesicles in the Golgi apparatus and transferred to vascular endothelial basement membranes ([@CR118]--[@CR120]). The initial identification of mutations in this region in familial forms of cerebral small vessel disease, coupled with the subsequent detection of common *COL4A1/COL4A2* variants associated with sporadic deep ICH led to the development of animal model systems to explore their effects ([@CR121]--[@CR124]). Through mouse models, representative *COL4A1/COL4A2* mutations were found to recapitulate human disease phenotypes, with multifocal ICH in subcortical regions of the forebrain and the cerebellum, as well as porencephaly, small vessel disease, recurrent intraparenchymal and intraventricular hemorrhages, age-related ICH, and macro-angiopathy ([@CR125], [@CR126]). Using cellular assays and tissue derived from mouse models, mutations in *COL4A1/COL4A2* have been associated with decreased ratio of intracellular to extracellular Col4a2, retention of abnormal collagen proteins in the ER, ER stress, and activation of the unfolded protein response ([@CR126]--[@CR128]), suggesting that the intracellular accumulation and ER-stress could be an important molecular mechanism underlying ICH related to *COL4A1* and *COL4A2* mutations. Notably, treatment with the molecular chaperone sodium 4-phenylbutyrate resulted in decreased intracellular accumulation and significant decrease of ICH severity *in vivo*, which could point the way towards eventual forms of treatment for both familial and sporadic *COL4A1*- and *COL4A2*-associated ICH ([@CR125]).

Another recent example of model system refinement for neurocritical care-relevant disorders is status epilepticus (SE). Pyridoxal phosphate binding protein (*PLPBP*) variants have been associated with a rare form of B6-dependent epilepsy, which, if left untreated can lead to SE. In a recent study, Johnstone et al. utilized CRISPR/Cas9 to create a zebrafish model lacking its encoded protein ([@CR129]). They observed that PLPBP-deficient zebrafish experienced significantly increased epileptic activity compared to their wild type counterparts, in terms of physical activity (high-speed movements), biochemistry (c-fos expression) and electrophysiologically-recorded neuronal activity. Additionally, treatment of *plpbp*^*−/−*^ larvae with PLP and pyridoxine led to an increase in their lifespan, and a decrease in their epileptic movements and neuronal activity. Lastly, in these PLPBP-deficient zebrafish, systemic concentrations of PLP and pyridoxine were significantly reduced, as well as concentrations of PLP-dependent neurotransmitters. Collectively, these results provide insights for biomarker development and preclinical target refinement in B6-dependent epilepsy. Understanding how novel treatments might impact rare disease presentations could ultimately lead to new insights for common forms of disease as well, just as the discovery of rare *PCSK9* variants in patients with very low cholesterol ultimately led to PCSK9-inhibitors to treat more common forms of familial hypercholesterolemia.

However, the use of animal models is not always the ideal approach to describing the effects of genetic variation, as the phenotypic alterations may be too subtle to observe or require impractical prolonged observation in late-life animals to ultimately exhibit relevant phenotypes. In these cases, tissue-based systems can provide a useful tool to study these effects. For example, IA formation, as previously described, has been associated with variants in *ANRIL*. Although the direct impact of these variants in human tissue or animal models is difficult to discern, work with mutations of *ANRIL* in endothelial models have provided valuable insight. Specifically, upregulation of *ANRIL* has been associated with increased expression of inflammatory and oxidative markers in the vascular tissue such as IL-6, IL-8, NF-κB, TNF-a, iNOS, ICAM-1, VCAM-1, and COX-2 ([@CR130], [@CR131]). These observations provide vital information about cellular mechanisms impacted by human disease-associated genetic risk factors without requiring the expense and time investment of creating, validating, and studying animal models. Ultimately such models may still be required, but prior knowledge about cellular phenotypes associated with genetic variation may be highly valuable in choosing the right model system and selecting efficient approaches to validate these systems.

The aforementioned examples highlight significant contributions of the field of translational genomics in identifying novel therapeutic targets, developing biomarkers of disease severity and elucidating disease-relevant pathophysiology. Undoubtedly, these contributions are valuable in application to existing model systems of disease, or through refinement of models informed by the reverse translation process. Given that many of our current models have proven to be ineffective in many cases, the reverse translation approach offers a significant advantage in that the translational discoveries arising in established or refined model systems have already been proven to be relevant to human disease. This advantage provides us with reasonable expectation that observed effects in model systems will also remain relevant to human disease, providing a substrate for therapeutic development.

Improving Human Health {#Sec14}
----------------------

Certainly, the ultimate goal of translational genomics is to be able to transfer the discoveries found from experimental models into clinically useful information in order to improve human health. This aim, with regard to the translational genomic approach, can be satisfied with two distinct approaches. One is concerned with improving our understanding of the mechanisms of disease, providing novel targets for therapeutic development. The other is concerned with leveraging the conclusions of translational genomics through more direct applications to clinical care. We will discuss these in order.

Once genomic discovery and translational exploration have confirmed the mechanism and relevance of a particular genomic association, translational genomics offers the opportunity to use these same translational approaches to derive high-throughput assays for screening of compound libraries, which are collections of small molecules useful for early-stage drug-discovery ([@CR132]). The same *in vitro* assays used to identify cellular phenotypes associated with genetic risk factors can be tested for amelioration or "rescue" of wild-type features after exposure to library compounds. This is particularly advantageous for the reverse genomic translation approach, as these assays are often critical components of the overall discovery cycle, and with optimization to provide ideal readouts, screening can proceed quickly. An example of success here is the identification of molecular chaperones that can ameliorate the unfolded protein response detrimental to cell survival in *COL4A1*-mediated cerebrovascular disease ([@CR125]). Identifying hits in these assays has the potential to accelerate drug-discovery, provided that the mechanism can be targeted by a small molecule and not a designed biologic entity such as a monoclonal antibody. While screening can be performed using novel compound libraries, it can also be accomplished using libraries containing already-approved drugs, providing an innovative way for compound repurposing based on genetic interactions. Numerous tools already exist for *in silico* evaluation of existing compounds based on known mechanisms, so this step can begin even in the genomic discovery phase prior to translational validation ([@CR133]).

The second approach in which translational genomics has proven to be of great potential is the rapidly evolving and highly anticipated field of precision medicine. The observations arising from translational genomics, even when not informing us about the specific mechanisms associated with the phenotype in question, may be of predictive value. This finds application in two relevant translational genomics tools: polygenic risk scores (PRS) and biomarker development based on RNA expression profiles.

### Polygenic Risk Scores {#Sec15}

While common genetic variation can provide valuable information about disease-relevant mechanisms and help refine disease models, they are relatively weak in explaining a significant proportion of the genetic basis of complex polygenic disorders, such as CAD, diabetes, stroke, or SAH ([@CR111]). By summarizing the impact of many variants of small effect across the genome simultaneously, a polygenic risk score (PRS) can be developed which explains far more of the genetic risk of a disease than any common variant can individually (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Application of these PRS in independent clinical populations as a predictive tool represents a novel translational approach. In a recent study examining stroke, a PRS combining SNPs associated with atrial fibrillation (AF) was found to be significantly associated with cardioembolic (CE) stroke risk and no other stroke subtypes, paving the way for a potentially useful tool to discriminate CE stroke from other etiologies without reliance on expert adjudication or longitudinal monitoring ([@CR134]). Another recent study compiled a PRS of CAD, demonstrating that individuals in the highest quantiles of the PRS exhibited CAD risk on par with known Mendelian cardiac diseases ([@CR135]). These studies highlight the potential uses of PRS as a genetic biomarker of disease, capturing orthogonal risk information compared to clinical risk factors alone. Much work is still needed in this arena, ranging from derivation of readily accessible clinical genomic testing, dissemination of PRS results in an interpretable format, disclosure of off-target results that may be clinically meaningful in their own right, and, critically, the validation of PRS in ancestrally-diverse populations ([@CR136]). Despite these challenges, utilization of polygenic risk data to directly inform patient risk independent of our understanding of the underlying mechanisms is an exciting and rapidly evolving use-case for translational genomics.Fig. 2Polygenic risk scores (PRS). A PRS for each individual in a population is calculated based on the summing the content of a large group of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) weighted by the effect size of each SNP on the disease of interest. Each individual is assigned a PRS percentile across the population distribution. Plotting percentiles by disease risk, patients in higher PRS percentiles (red dots) are at correspondingly highest risk for the disease

### Biomarkers {#Sec16}

Development of biomarkers is another approach in translational genomics that focuses more on predictive utilization than on elucidating mechanisms, and critical care has seen some early potential applications of this approach. In sepsis, where clinical outcomes are highly heterogenous, tools that might identify patients who are more likely to respond to certain treatments or identify individuals at highest risk for morbidity and mortality would be highly useful. In a recent study by Scicluna et al., the authors categorized sepsis patients based on peripheral blood-derived genome-wide expression profiles and identified four distinct molecular endotypes (Mars1--4) ([@CR137]). The Mars1 expression profile was the only category that was significantly associated with 28-day and 1-year mortality. In addition, combination of the APACHE IV clinical score with this genetic scoring system resulted in significant improvement in 28-day mortality risk prediction, compared to APACHE IV alone. To further aid translation to clinical application, the authors used expression ratios of combinations of genes to stratify patients to the four molecular endotypes. Bisphosphoglycerate mutase (*BPGM*): Transporter 2, ATP binding cassette subfamily B member (*TAP2*) ratio reliably stratified patients to Mars1 endotype; while other protein ratios were able to assign individuals to the other three MARS categories. Using this approach, not only could *BPGM* and *TAP2* transcripts potentially be used to identify patients with increased risk of mortality, but if these categorizations can be demonstrated to be causal, these molecular pathways could also be explored for therapeutic target identification and validation. Further work is required to extend these findings across clinical populations, but this approach could ultimately yield new tools for prognostication in sepsis.

In ischemic stroke, tissue plasminogen activator (t-PA) response and risk for hemorrhagic transformation (HT) are highly correlated with functional outcomes, and biomarkers to predict each of these would have obvious clinical utility. In a recent study, del Rio-Espinola et al. found that two genetic variations (rs669 and rs1801020) were associated with increased risk for HT and mortality after t-PA administration in stroke patients ([@CR138]). Specifically, rs669 in A2M was associated with HT and rs1801020 was associated with in-hospital mortality. In a subsequent validation study, researchers created a genetic-clinical regression score that was successfully used to stratify stroke patients treated with t-PA based on risk for HT and parenchymal hemorrhage (PH) ([@CR139]). While in the current clinical landscape the vast majority of patients do not have readily accessible genome-wide genotypes prior to events like acute stroke, increasing uptake of clinical genomics and genomically-enabled electronic health record systems could soon enable real-time risk prediction calculations incorporating both clinical and genetic information, providing more accurate tools for clinicians to incorporate into medical decision-making.

### Whole Blood Transcriptomics {#Sec17}

A separate set of tools that could potentially become diagnostically useful in the clinical setting is the transcriptomic approaches to identify biomarkers, using array-based screening or RNA sequencing. In a recent systematic review, a total of 22 miRNAs were reported to be differentially expressed in the blood cells of patients with acute ischemic stroke within 24 h after stroke ([@CR140]). Some studies reported the area under the curve (AUC) ranging from 0.76 to 0.987, indicating a potential for clinical utility as early diagnostic markers when neuroimaging is not immediately available or is limited by feasibility. Subsequent studies were able to partially replicate these findings, showing three miRNAs (miR-125a-5p, miR-125b-5p, and miR-143-3p) that were upregulated in the acute post-stroke period, an effect independent of stroke pathophysiology and infarct volume ([@CR141]). These transcripts were associated with an AUC of 0.90 in differentiating ischemic stroke and healthy controls, a metric that significantly outperformed computed tomography, as well as previously reported blood-based biomarkers.

In ICH, a recent report identified up to 489 and 256 transcripts from whole blood that are differentially expressed between ICH and controls and, ICH and ischemic stroke, respectively ([@CR142]). When comparing ICH and ischemic stroke transcriptomes in the first 24 h, 2667 and 311 transcripts were differentially expressed compared to controls, respectively. ICH transcriptome was over-represented by T cell receptor genes compared to none for ischemic stroke and under-represented by non-coding and antisense transcripts. T cell receptor expression successfully differentiated between ICH, ischemic stroke, and controls. Similarly, RNA-seq of whole blood RNA successfully differentiated between not only ICH, ischemic stroke and controls, but also between different stroke subtypes ([@CR143]).

### Next-Generation Sequencing for Status Epilepticus {#Sec18}

The list of genetic mutations that can cause SE is extensive with most genes are associated with infantile-onset or childhood epilepsy syndromes. Only a minority are seen in adult-onset status epilepticus ([@CR144]). The patients in the former group usually have accompanying intellectual disability related to their epilepsy syndromes. However, the evidence supporting a genetic etiology in the latter group may be absent, posing a diagnostic challenge. The available options include gene panel sequencing, whole exome sequencing, or whole genome sequencing. Sequencing a pre-selected panel of genes is more common, but with decreasing cost, exome and genome sequencing are being used with increasing frequency. Bioinformatic filtering and genotype-phenotype correlation are the main challenges, particularly with the large number of genetic variants identified during whole exome or genome sequencing. The yield of sequencing studies depends on pretest probability that is determined by early age of onset, consanguinity, or affected siblings. As such, to date, only a few genes associated with adult-onset SE have been identified, posing a practical limitation that predominantly limits next-generation sequencing to pediatric patients at present ([@CR144]). As clinical tools for determination of putative functional significance and deleteriousness of variants identified through sequencing are refined, it is hoped that sequencing approaches find a home in the armamentarium of the clinicians treating refractory or recurrent SE in the neurocritical care unit.

Next Steps {#Sec19}
----------

Translational genomics undoubtedly represents an important component to overall efforts to improve our understanding of the diseases we treat, and in principle should improve our ability to identify therapeutic approaches to improve outcomes and, in some cases, prevent disease altogether. Given the inherent complexity and inaccessibility of the human brain and its tissues, combined with the relative infrequency of the conditions we treat at the overall population level, progress has been modest when compared to conditions such as hyperlipidemia ([@CR145]), coronary artery disease ([@CR146]), or atrial fibrillation ([@CR147]). Nevertheless, the observation-based, hypothesis-free experimental process inherent to translational genomics lends itself well to conditions such as stroke and TBI in which the search for the "master regulator" that governs response to injury has remained elusive despite carefully designed and executed hypothesis-driven studies.

An important component to future translational genomic studies in neurocritical care is the pressing need for collaboration across centers with access to large, well-characterized patient populations. The success of the International Stroke Genetics Consortium, and the TRACK-TBI and CENTER-TBI consortia in amassing large human populations with stroke and traumatic brain injury, respectively, is a proven model to accelerate the human genomic studies that serve as the basis for reverse genomic translational research ([@CR112], [@CR148]--[@CR150]). Similar efforts through the Critical Care EEG Monitoring Research Consortium and other partners could lead to biorepositories of specific conditions relevant to neurocritical care that could provide sample sizes sufficient to drive unbiased genomic discoveries ([@CR151]).

Close alliances with model systems researchers are another critical component to accelerating translational genomics in neurocritical care. As characterization of human disease through multimodal and continuous physiological monitoring, electrophysiology, medical imaging, and biomarker sampling continues to evolve, it is imperative that this information is shared and explored with allied model systems researchers to ensure that models are re-evaluated for their correlation with these endophenotypes, and potentially for dedicated exploration of how these human-derived phenotypes inform on the utility of specific model systems to investigate disease.

Finally, building relationships with biotechnology and pharmaceutical industry partners will be essential to efforts to extend therapeutic targets arising from translational genomic discoveries towards drug development ([@CR152]). While repurposing existing drug compounds for new indications is an important consideration, small molecule and biologic targets are likely to require extensive research and development in the preclinical and clinical space, and industry partners are often optimized for these phases of the therapeutic development process ([@CR153], [@CR154]). Relatedly, development of polygenic risk scores for assessment of risk, prognosis, or treatment response will also require commercial investment and infrastructure, as few academic environments exist that can manage CLIA-certified genotyping, quality control, and result reporting and interpretation for on-target and clinically relevant secondary results ([@CR155], [@CR156]). Particularly in rarer or particularly challenging disease indications like those commonly encountered in neurocritical care populations, academic-industry partnerships are important to raise awareness of and interest in important clinical indications where investment could yield a large impact on a relatively small population of patients.

Conclusion {#Sec20}
==========

Translational genomics, in which genomic associations with risk, outcome, or treatment response are systematically identified and explored for functional relevance in humans or model systems of disease, is a valuable tool for identification of mechanisms, risk factors, therapeutic targets, and risk estimates in multiple diseases that are highly relevant to clinicians and scientists operating in the neurocritical care space. While there are undoubtedly challenges to studying some of the most complex diseases that affect the most complex organ in the body, translational genomic approaches may be uniquely suited to this task. Coordinated investments in the collaborations, consortia, and infrastructures that enable these studies are likely to contribute to the novel treatments and biomarkers that are so sorely needed in the highly morbid and often poorly understood conditions in the patient populations we serve.
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